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Introduction
Discontinuation of mechanical ventilation is the goal for
patients intubated in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU).
Mechanically ventilated patients are exposed to a myriad of
potential complications including tracheal injury, ventilator
associated infections, over-sedation and pneumothorax.1
Therefore, shortening time on mechanical ventilation is a
priority. Aggressively weaning from the ventilator, however,
can occasionally lead to early extubation which may culminate
in recurrent intubation. Importantly, reintubation has been
linked to increased mortality rates in the ICU.2
Extubating some mechanically ventilated patients to noninvasive positive pressure ventilation (NIPPV) reduces
reintubation rates.3 In select populations, NIPPV is routinely
employed due to its ability to offload work of breathing,
promote alveolar recruitment and augment minute ventilation
to enhance CO2 elimination in the spontaneously breathing
patient. Increased intrathoracic pressure has the added benefit
of reducing both preload and afterload in patients with
congestive heart failure. However, when patients are in postextubation respiratory distress, the combination of increased
negative pleural pressure generated by the patient added to
increased alveolar pressure from NIPPV can substantially
increase transpulmonary pressure (the difference between
alveolar pressure and pleural pressure). High transpulmonary
pressure is the driving force behind barotrauma in the lung.
While pneumothorax is a known potential complication of
NIPPV,4 there are few published reporting its incidence and
mechanism in patients extubated to NIPPV.
Case Report
A 30-year-old woman with a history of poorly controlled
hyperthyroidism and methamphetamine abuse presented in a
hyperthyroid state complicated by new onset atrial fibrillation
and hypoxic respiratory failure due to flash pulmonary edema.
Her temperature upon admission to the ICU was 38.5 °C, blood
pressure was 134/84 mmHg, heart rate was 165 beats/minute
and irregular, respiratory rate was 33 breaths/minute, and
oxygen saturation by pulse oximetry was 91-96% on room air.
She decompensated rapidly and required emergent
endotracheal intubation. Her initial laboratory evaluation was
notable for a low TSH of 0.02 uIU/mL, high free T4 of 3.88
ng/dL and high total T3 of 412 ng/dL. Admission urine

toxicology was positive for amphetamines. Her chest
radiograph demonstrated pulmonary edema and her brain
natriuretic peptide (BNP) was elevated at 3,402 pg/mL.
Her respiratory status stabilized with diuresis and improved
control of her hyperthyroidism. Her subsequent ICU course
was heavily influenced by generalized weakness and profound
malnutrition that made weaning from the ventilator difficult.
After six days, she was extubated, but quickly experienced
dyspnea and an increased work of breathing. This occurred
without significant gas exchange abnormalities to necessitate
immediate reintubation. In the setting of new
echocardiographic evidence of dilated cardiomyopathy, she
was placed on NIPPV with an IPAP of 8 cmH2O and EPAP of
5 cmH2O which somewhat alleviated her symptoms. Her tidal
volumes increased during this time.
Within 24 hours, she became acutely more dyspneic and a chest
radiograph revealed bilateral pneumothoraces (Figure 1)
prompting reintubation and bilateral tube thoracostomies. Over
the subsequent two weeks, she could not be weaned from
mechanical ventilation and ultimately received a dilational
percutaneous tracheostomy. Her nutrition status, mobility and
overall clinical condition gradually improved after the
tracheostomy, and she was transferred to a rehabilitation center
upon discharge from the hospital.
Discussion
Non-invasive positive pressure ventilation delivers pressure to
the lungs via a face mask or nasal apparatus in order to augment
tidal volume, enhance minute ventilation and offset work of
breathing. NIPPV is commonly used following extubation to
decrease reintubation rates. Where is effective, it is applied
early and titrated off gradually over the course of several hours.
NIPPV mimics MV in its delivery of positive pressure to the
lungs, but does not carry with it many of the risks associated
with an endotracheal tube such as tracheal stenosis, ventilator
associated pneumonia, and over-sedation. Pneumothorax
occurs in approximately 10% of all endotracheally intubated
patients, but in a series of patients with cystic fibrosis, only 1%
of pneumothoraces were associated with NIPPV. The incidence
of pneumothorax related to NIPPV is not well defined in more
general populations, but presents a real clinical challenge when

it does occur. Pneumothorax is most common in the
endotracheally intubated patient. However, in our patient,
elevated transpulmonary pressure (Palveolar - Ppleural) actually
increased after extubation. This occurred through a
combination of two factors: 1) discontinuation of continuous
chemical sedation and 2) increased negative pleural pressure
generated by the patient. One goal of mechanical ventilation is
to rest the muscles of respiration; sedation is often applied to
achieve this end. Once mechanical ventilation is discontinued,
sedation is stopped and this goal is deprioritized. When this
happens, the transpulmonary pressure, or pressure across the
visceral pleura of the lung, may increase.
Transpulmonary pressure is responsible for maintaining lung
inflation at the end of exhalation and causing expansion of the
lungs during inhalation (Figure 2A). While on a ventilator and
in the absence of significant respiratory effort, pleural pressures
are typically positive at the end of inspiration. This yields a
transpulmonary pressure that is similar to, or only slightly
higher than, that of the spontaneously breathing patient (Figure
2B). When the difference between alveolar and pleural pressure
is high, the resultant force driving air into the alveoli and toward
the pleural space becomes high as well. This leads to lung
inflation, but can also be an impetus for barotrauma.
After stopping sedation, patients are expected to resume their
usual respiratory efforts. This is not a problem in most cases,
but can become one when patients become dyspneic. In those
cases, pleural pressure during inspiration becomes extremely
negative due to increased patient effort, as in post-extubation
respiratory distress. It is in this very setting that NIPPV may be
applied. Positive alveolar pressure is thus added to an already
increased negative pleural pressure. Suddenly, transpulmonary
pressure and tidal volumes are higher than they were when the
patient was on the ventilator (Figure 2C). In our patient, this led
to increasing tidal volumes post-extubation and bilateral
pneumothoraces.
Compared to management of pneumothorax in other settings,
the management of post-extubation pneumothorax can be
slightly more complex. A prompt decision needs to be made
regarding the timing of thoracotomy versus immediate reintubation. Needle thoracotomy or chest tube placement should
be prioritized if the respiratory failure is directly related to
hemodynamic collapse. In most other circumstances,
decompression of the pleural space and reintubation should,
ideally, occur almost simultaneously. Re-intubation after a
pneumothorax, but before thoracotomy could hasten the
development of tension physiology as air is forced into the
pleural space by the ventilator.
There are a number of well described risk factors for
pneumothorax in mechanically ventilated patients. Increased
risk in the setting of high alveolar pressures and tidal volumes
has already been discussed. Furthermore, patients in whom the
reduction of alveolar pressure and tidal volume cannot be
achieved are more likely have more severe lung pathologies.
The type of underlying lung disease also correlates with
pneumothorax risk. Typical at-risk diseases include necrotizing
pneumonia, obstructive lung disease and acute respiratory

distress syndrome. Because post-extubation pneumothorax is a
relatively uncommon occurrence in the ICU, risk factors are not
as well defined.
Our patient did not have a clear pulmonary diagnosis at the time
of her admission, but may already have been at increased risk
for pneumothorax due to extreme malnutrition. In patients with
anorexia nervosa or other starvation states, lungs may be
subject to developing structural abnormalities such as
pulmonary emphysema.5 Animal studies have also
demonstrated that starvation states can alter the connective
tissue components of the lung, with subsequent reduction in
tissue elastic forces.6 Stimulant use, but not thyrotoxicosis has
been linked to pneumothorax as well. This phenomenon occurs
exclusively in association with inhalation drug use where a
forced Valsalva maneuver at the time of inhalation can
precipitate lung injury.
Figures

Figure 1 – Bilateral pneumothoraces after extubation while on
noninvasive positive pressure ventilation. Upon recognition of
this finding (radiograph performed for routine nasogastric tube
placement confirmation) bilateral tube thoracostomies were
performed.

Figure 2 – (A) Transpulmonary pressure (Ptp) in spontaneous
respiration driven by negative pleural pressure (Ppl). (B) Higher
Ptp in mechanical ventilation driven primarily by positive
alveolar pressure (Palv). (C) Potentially higher Ptp in noninvasive
ventilation driven by both negative Ppl and positive Palv leading
to high tidal volumes and increased risk for lung injury.
Conclusion
The occurrence of a pneumothorax in patient’s extubated to
NIPPV is an underappreciated and potentially devastating
complication of respiratory failure. This mechanism of lung

injury is particularly easy to miss since it occurs during the
process of recovery when invasive interventions are being
withdrawn. Clinicians should carefully identify patients that
might be at increased risk of this complication by monitoring
for increasing tidal volumes, increasing work of breathing and
escalating IPAP while on NIPPV.
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